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Chevy blue dot Lens from Ecklers are made to look like the factory intended to add this custom
touch by adding a beautiful stainless ring around the blue dot highlight it from the rest of the
red taillight lens. Installation is easy with simple hand tools and can be done on your lunch
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want to have some fun, Reproduction domed head rivet style body molding push-pin retainer.
Product LEB. Modernize the lighting equipment on your vehicle with these bright k LED light
bulb units. Manufactured to replace common bulbs on any vehicle with 12V capacity. LED bulbs
not only react faster than traditional bulbs, but Brighten up your tail lamps with this LED
replacement bulb. LED lighting is up to 3 times brighter, does not heat up like incandescent
lighting and requires far less energy than conventional bulbs. The safety benefit of LED Product
MA Reproduction standard lens screw set, chrome-plated stainless steel for superior corrosion
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painted stainless steel for superior corrosion resistance and outstanding appearance. This
system converts any three LED tail lamps to sequential operation. A three segment sequence is
used for turn signal operation , with "all at once" lighting for brake lamp operation. Includes two
modules, wiring, Reproduction shouldered lens screw set, chrome-plated for corrosion
resistance and outstanding appearance. Available in standard or shouldered. Most and
Replacement bulb for a variety of applications. Choose the correct bulb by matching the
number on the base of your original bulb. Individual applications may vary depending on
vehicle model and year. Product BDP. Give your classic ride a hot rod look with a set of blue
dots designed for use on almost any vehicle. Each set of blue dots include 2 blue dot gems, and
2 blue dot chrome retainers. Fits almost all applications with a tail Brighten up your tail or
back-up lamps with this LED replacement bulb. LED lighting is up to 3 times brighter, does not
heat up like incandescent lighting and requires far less energy than conventional incandescent
bulbs. Replacement bayonet G-6 couple contact bulb for use on a variety of automotive
applications. Individual applications may vary depending on Whether you? This is a multi-use
bulb with many applications including, but not limited to license lamp, interior lamp, and more.
Each bulb features a G-6 style dome and a single contact bayonet base. Emits 4 candlepower.
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a pair. Note: Using a bulb other than white or amber is not street legal, therefore, use colored
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set designed for use on various GM models including Camaros. Each screw is a replication of
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